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In complex, high-risk situations, your team has 
fractions of a second to make life or death decisions. 

That’s why traditional pen-and-paper assessments 
fall so short of providing an accurate gauge of your 
true readiness for those moments. And it’s why 
Acadis Testing has become such a prized resource 
for training professionals who demand a more 
complete perspective of their team’s capabilities.

Acadis Testing puts the information you need 
right where you need it. It gives you a complete 
view of students’ test scores, range skills, physical 
fitness levels and adherence to proper procedures. 

Acadis Mobile allows you to easily record 
observed tests and practical exercises right to 
your mobile device, making pen and paper record 
keeping a thing of the past.

So with a quick review, you’ll know who’s ready 
to meet the challenges of the job (and, perhaps 
more importantly, who’s not). And since Acadis 
Testing is fully integrated with the rest of the Acadis 
Readiness Suite, you won’t need to invest time, 
energy or resources in a costly standalone system 
or dual data entry.

Save Time: Define testing rules and rely on templates to 
quickly develop new tests, securely add or update test 
questions, and administer tests online

Stay on Target: Develop learning objectives for effective 
testing practices that ensure your class curricula is 
aligned to training goals — and that your training goals 
are aligned with your organizational directives  

Support Accreditation: Match learning objectives to 
class curricula to ensure adherence to key accreditation 
standards

Measure Everything – Track written, online or observed 
tests (including physical skills assessments) and transfer 
them automatically to personal records

Optimize Evaluation: Benefit from initial test, make-up 
and re-take versioning, and use statistical analysis of 
classes, exams or questions to improve future testing 
and curricula  

Ensure Integrity: Capitalize on randomization features 
that ensure no two tests administered present the same 
questions in the same fashion

“The Office of Training and Development (OTD) is employing this software [Acadis Testing Module] as the standard by which 
all online testing will be conducted for Customs and Border Protection (CBP) training.  This new system will have an immediate 
impact in reduced costs, better efficiency, and greater effectiveness across all CBP field component academies . . .” 

– U.S. Border Patrol Academy

KEY BENEFITS

ACADIS TESTING

AUTOMATETESTING



LEARN MORE ONLINE: ACADIS.COM

To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop Acadis Readiness Solutions.

Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police, 
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond. 

Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.

Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com

READINESS SAVES LIVES.

Unlike generic systems from competitors, the Acadis® Readiness Suite was built from the ground up to meet the unique needs of law 
enforcement, public safety and military communities. So we invite you to take a closer look at everything it has to offer. When you do, 
you’ll find that Acadis Readiness Solutions compare very favorably across the board. Because feature-for-feature, benefit-by-benefit, 
only Acadis delivers a truly comprehensive set of tools that give users the confidence to know that their personnel and resources are 
ready for whatever awaits.
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ACADIS TESTING

FEATURE ACADIS GENERIC

Learning item bank with question repository

Multiple question types: true/false, yes/no, multiple choice and multimedia questions

Randomize test questions

Integrated learning objectives repository

Simple test setup wizard

Easily embed written, practical and observed tests into curricula

Track exam and question versions

Compare question validity statistics by class, student groups and historical question use

Easily combine exams across types (observed, practical and timed) into multi-part exams.

Flexible custom grading scales (timed tests, point ranges and pass/fail checklists)

Reusable test templates - link tests to curriculum

Easily import existing questions from CSV and/or Microsoft Excel®

Append test results directly to student record

Create retests (option to exclude or include questions from the initial test)

Online testing portal with “save-as-you-go” and timed test features

Full integration with Acadis Training and Performance

High-security system framework (FISMA & DHS 4300 compliant)

Record observed tests directly to a tablet or mobile device

Test scores may be recorded offline and uploaded when a data connection is available

Microsoft Excel® is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 


